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INTRODUCTION modes are termed "critical paths" in
fault tree terminology.

At Idaho Nuclear*, a system safety analysts 3. To determine the relative importances
program is in existence for the routine safety of the individual critical paths.
and reliability analysis of control and safe- 4. To determine the qualttative andquanti-

guard (backup) systems. Though the systems tative impact on safety or reliability
analyzed are generally peculiar to the reactor due to proposed design modification
industry, the methods employed, and their or component upgrade.
applications, are generally utilizable in any 5. To determine the quantitative response
safety program. In Idaho Nue!2ar's safety of system availability with regard to
program, a diverse assortment of technlques particular maintenance schemes.
are employed, st_ch as fault hazard analysis, 6. To determine the quantitative safety,
failure mode analysis (FMEA and FMECA), reliability, or availability with which
failure matrix methods, block diagram model- to compare to established stand-
ing, and fault tree methods. The fault tree ards.
method and its applications in particular are The fault tree itself satisfies the first
discussed in this paper, since this technique objective since it portrays in a lucid manner
enters into a large portion of the safety analy- the logical chains of events which lead to the
sis performed at Idaho Nuclear. system failure or accident. The faul tree,

Fault tree methods are used to obtain both once drawn, is an effective implement b, _hich

qualitative and quantitative information about management, reliability or safety engineer,
the safety and reliability of tide sjstem an- and design engineer can communicate.
alyzed. For the analysis, the fault tree depicts From the fault tree, a simple qualitative-
all the primary causes for a particular system type evaluation determines all the modes, or

failure (or accident occurrence). The system critical paths, for the system failure or acci-
failure or accident occurzence is the topevent dent. A critical path is a group of primary
of the fault tree. The primary causes are causes which must all occur in order for the
usually component failures, administrative system failure or accident to occur; if one
errors or environmental conditions; m gen- of these primary causes does not occur then
eral, the primary causes depict the resolution the system failure or accident will not occur

, desired for the causes of the system failure by this mode. The complete set of critical
or accident occurrence. By use of the standard paths for the fault tree gives all the combina-
"AND" gate and "OR" gate symbology, the tions of primary causes which give rise to the
fault tree depicts the logical relationships of top event. If one or more of these combinations

: the primary causes, and their consequences, occurs, then the system failure (or accident)

which led to the specified system failure (or occurs.
accident). Figure I at the end of this paper A few simple illustrations may serve to
_ummarizes the basic fault tree representao best clarify the critical path definition. As-
tions. For a discussion of the fault tree sume a fault tree has been drawn and its

method, the reader is referred to Haasl(1) critical paths have been obtained. If one of
or Crosetti(2). these critical paths is "Resistor 1 Failure in

At Idaho Nuclear the fault tree analyses Mode A" and "Resistor 2 Failure in Mode B" ,_

are performed for the following objectives: then Resistor I must fail in Mode A and Re-
1. To represent in an objective and corn- sistor 2 must fail in Mode B in order for the

municative manner the causes of the system failure or accident to occur. If either t
system failure or accident occurrence, resistor does not fail, or fails in modes other

2. To obtain the modoq by which the sys- than A and B, then the top event (system
tern failure or accid,:nt occL,rs. These failure or accident) will not occur by this

narti,'ular route. If one of the critical paths

" .._of July 1, 1971, Idahol_uciear .ill be under the obtained Is "Resistor 3 in Mode A", then only
A_ _a,_,_rne_ .... ,_,m ' '.,:,..... a_ A,,"oi_ r,-.-_stor 3 foiling in Mode A _ _;ufftcient for

..... ,,_,, ;. , .... op event to occur, ann Kcststur d m x_
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Mode A" is termed a single failure. The set 4. The failure or accident frequency at
of critical paths obtained for this fault tree time t (the integral of this quantity is
represent all those primary cause combtna- simply the previous characteristic (3)).
t.tons, and only those combinations, which will 5. The failure rate (lambda) at time t.
cause the top event to occur. This information is obtained for any series

I'h_ critical paths are obtained from the of time points t desired by the user, and hence
fault tree by means of a number of existing time dependent curves are obtained which
safety and reliability computer programs; at portray the time history of the reliability or
Idaho Nuclear the programs PREP and KITT(3) safety. From these curves nne is able to dis-
are used. The critical paths are an important cern, for example, the degradation of relia-
class of information since they directly tie bility or safety with respect to time; lifetime-
the system failure or accident to the primary type information is thus included in the results
causes. If improvement is desired, the critical obtained. If a particular time is of interest,
paths identify the specific areas which are the then one point from these curves is simply
weakest and which would have greatest re- used.
sponse to an improvement. In general, optimal This time dependent information is obtained
improvement consists 9f increasing the size for each primary cause of the fault tree (i.e.,
of the smallest critical paths. If the fault tree for each component or environment effect),

: has one component critical paths (single fail- for each c_itical path of the fault tree, and for
ures) improvement should be centered such the top event of the fault tree (the accident or
that these paths become two component (a system failure of interest). As applied to a
redundancy added), if two component critical particular primary cause, the information

paths are the smallest that exist for the fault gives the frequency at which the primary
tree, then they should be designed into three cause occurs, the probability of the primary

i component critical paths and so forth, cause not occurring at all, the probability of
For the quantitative information in the the primary cause existirig at time t, and the

1 preceding list of objectives of the fault tree expected number of titres the particula_ pri-

analysis, the computer programs PREP and mary cause will occur. If the primary cause

I KITT are utilized. PREP and KITT employ is a component, the information thus gives thethe Kinetic Tree Theory approach to obtain detailed reliability and availability of the
quantitative information about the fault tree. component and shows, for example, the de-
The Kinetic Tree Theory technique has been tailed effects of repair or environment stresses
described in a number of articles (4,5,6)and on that particular component. Since this in-
the details of this approach will not be dis- formation is obtained for every primarycause,
cussed here. those primary causes, such as particular

' The fault tree as drawn by the engineer is component failures or environment effects,
simply input into PREP and KITT. The only which are most critical are readily identified.
other data needed as input are the failure The information obtained for a particular
rates or probabilities for the primary causes critical path gives the frequency, expected
(i.e., for the components and any environ- number of times, etc., the top event (i.e.,

mental effects) and the average repair times system failure or accident) will occur by this
for those primary causes that are repairable, particular mode. The primary cal,ses in the _
With this input data, PREP and KITT obtain particular critical path are soteiy responsible •
the critical paths of the fault tree and the for the system failure or accident and the
following quantitative information: obtained lnformatio_ describes how often this i

1. The probability that the failure or particular crILical path, or mode, will cause
accident will not occur at all to time t. the f_,!lure or accident. The lnfermation is ]

2. The probability of the failure or accident obtained for each of the critical paths of the
existing at time t. fault tree, and hence the most important

3. The expected number of times the fail- critical paths are identified, those by which
ure or accident will occur to time t. the failure or accident will most likely occur.
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Any safety or reliability improvements will may not be familiar. The aim of this section
be directed to these "weak links", is to demonstrate, as straightforwardly as

In addition to being obtained for each pri. possible, practical applications of fault tree
mary cause and critical path, the five rime analyses. By describing the results which
dependent characteristics are also finally have been obtained from these analyses, this
obtained for the top event of the fault tree. section will hopefully ilh_strate the power of
The characteristics give the frequency at fault tree analysis and the role it can play in
which the system failure or accident will a system safety program.
occur, the number of times it is expected to
occur, and the probability of it not occuring SPERT IV Protection System Analysis.*
at all. If the system analyzed is a safety
backup-type system, this information gives, The SPERT protection system is an elec-
for example, the availability of the system, trical control system which has the function
that is, the probability that the system will of shutting the reactor down when certain
perform correctly when an accident condition safety criteria are exceeded. In this particular
exists. For an on-line operating system, the instance, the system consisted of an automatic

information gives the percentage of time the control (time triggered) and a manual backup
system will operate without failure in any control, If the automatic control system failed,
time period. The information obtained is a a signal was relayed to an operating personnel
complete characterization of the failure or who was then to initiate the manual control
accident for any particular situation analyzed; system (by pressing a control button).
effects of repair, environmental stress, and A fault tree was drawn for this system, in
administrative procedures are explicitly ob- which the system failure (top event)was de-.
tained. Since the information is rime depend- fined to be both the automatic control system -
ent, a complete history of the safety and failing and the backup manual control system

i

reliability characteristics is yielded, failing, when accident conditions existed. In
The PREP and KITT codes obtain the this case, an analysis was performed on an

rime-dependent characteristics_ by an analyt- already existing system; the SPERT control
ical technique which does not entail any Monte system (automatic and backup) was operating,
Carlo simulation. The codes require little but an upgrade was desired. In order to up-
computer time, for example, approximately grade this system, the following information
two minutes of IBM 360/75 computer time is had to be obtained:
needed to completely analyze a i000 component I. An identification of all credible corn-
fault tree. For smaller trees the computer ponent failures and/or fault conditions
time is considerably less** Because of the that could result in the designated sys-
small computer time, sensitivity studies and tern failure,

' design modification studies are practically 2. An identification of the most critical
performed. The failure rates, repair times, weaknesses in the existing system
or particular portions of the tree are simply (termed the "base-line" system).
modified and the programs run again to assess 3. A determination of the impact on sys-

these possible deviations, tern safe_y due to proposed design
modifications.

PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS The fault tree was decided upon as the

most practicalmethod ofobtainingthisInfer- !
This sectiondescribesparticularfaulttree marion.The faulttreeanalysiswas performed

analyses which have been periormed atIdaho independentlyof other safetyanalyses and i
Nuclear. The specific,technicaldetailsof the was the major effortfor thisparticularsys-

systems are not describedso thatthereader cem study.
is not encumbered with jargon with which he The fault tree, once it was drawn, con.. '

slstedofapproximately300componentfailures

*The computerrime isinsensitiveto the number
oftimepointsdesiredbytheuser. *SPERT IVI_thename ofaparticularreactor.
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and faultconditions(primary causes). The AutomaticControlFailure

primary causes (the "bottom ends" of the
fault tree) were basic component failures Failure

such as particularresistorfailures,relay Component Cont _bution

failures,and wire failures.Adverse environ-

mental conditionson these components were Timer (I) 0.9927

also included in the primary causes. The Relays (14) 0.0071
resolutionof the fauh tree was thereforeon Terminals and 0.0001

a basiccomponent level. Connectors (26)

A correct input to the automatic and Wires (71) 0.0001

backup control systems was assumed and
the faulttree analyzedthecausesfor no out-

put or incorrectoutput.Hence, the analysis The above tablelistsonlythe major con-
isolatedthe "signal-passlngfunction"of the tributorsto system failure;the numerous

controlsystem. No human errors were con- other components not listedhad negligible

sideredin the faulttree.Certainsubsystems contribution.From thetable,iftheautomatic

ofthecontrolsystemwere periodicaUychecked controlsystem failed,997oof thetime itwould
and thisscheduledmaintenance was includeo be due to the automatic timer mechanism

in the analysis.To draw thisfaulttree,a itselffailing,while only 0.01% of thetime it
totaltime of approximatelytwo man-weeks would be due to one of or more ofthe 76

/ was required.This task thus required little wires failing.If the manual backup system

time and effort, failed,657oof the time itwould be caused by

The faulttree itselfand thecriticalpaths one or more of the eightrelaysfailingand

determined by PREP and KITT yieldedthe 317o of the time would be caused by one or
firstclass of informationin the preceding both of the console switches failing.The

list.In the PREP and KITT computer run, criticalarea in the automatic system was
failurerates (lambdas)were assigned tothe thus the timer mechanism while the critical

components on the fauh tree to determine areas in the manual backup system were the

the most import criticalpaths,i.e.,toidentify eightrelaysand two consoleswitches.
the most severe weaknesses in the system. From the identificationof these critical

The resultsof thisrun are shown below, areas, and from the criticalpaths and fault

tree itself,which showed theinterconnections

these criticalareas had withinthe system,

Table 1 modificationsbecome evident which might

•, upgrade the safety of the system. The modifi-
COMPONENT FAILURE CONTRIBUTIONS cations were quite simple and consistedof

TO A SYSTEM FAILURE I) placinga second relay in parallelwithan

existingone ("ModificationI"),and 2)inserting
Manual ControlFailure a manually settimer in theautomaticcontrol

circuit ("Modification2"). The impacts of

Component Failure these modificationswere determined by two
Contribution additionalPREP and KITT computer runs

which analyzed thefaulttreewiththemodifi-

Relays (8) 0.6477 cationsinserted.The totalIBM 360/75corn-
Console Switches(2) 0.3076 purer time requiredfor these two runs plus

Terminals and 0.0262 the originalrun was three minutes, which

Connectors (27) was neglible.The resultof theimpact evalua-

Wires (76) 0.0185 tionsis shown in Figure 2 at theend ofthis
paper.
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In the figure, the "Failure Probability" is further detail was inappropriate in this con-
that both the automatic control system and the ceptual design phase and the functional level
manual control system will fail in any one or of resolution provided adequate information
more of the number of tests performed (a with a minimal expenditure of time and
"test" here is simply an operation of the effort.
control system). For example, the failure Six fault trees were drawn for the three
probability at 200 tests denotes the probability proposed designs, one fault tree considering
of control failure in one or more of these 200 reliability and one fault tree considering safety
tests. The "BASE-LINE" curve depicts the for each design. The studies were performed
failure probability for the existing automatic by system design engineers who were familiar
and backup system, the "MOD-I" curve is for with the concepts of fault tree analysis. Each
this system incorporating Modification 1 (de- fault tree consisted of approximately 70 com-
scribed previously), and the "MOO-2" curve ponents (primary causes) and the six fault
is for the system incorporating both Modifi- trees required two man-weeks to complete
cation 1 and Modification 2. (two engineers working five days).

As evident from the figure, the proposed Each of the three designs possessed re-
modifications significantly increased the safety dundancies in the electrical circuits. All the
of the control system. These modifications designs utilized two out of three coincidences
were made evident from the fault tree analysis to insure against spurious, undesired action,
and the impacts of these modifications were and all three designs were of the same order
then able to be objectively determined from of cost. It was not obvious from the design
the PREP and KITT computer runs. Modifica- as to which one design was the best and a
tion 1 (corresponding to the MOD-I curve) fault tree analysis was the only method deemed

was consequently decided upon as a change to practical, and of sufficient power, to solve
be incorporated in the system which would be this problem.
practical in cost and which would substantially For the safety fault tree of each design,
upgrade system safety, the system failure (top event of the tree) was

defined to be ',failure of the system to respond
Plant Protection System Pilot Study when protective action is necessary". For the

reliability fault tree the system failure was
The system analyzed in this study is an defined as "system responds when protective

on-line control system. Critical plant pars- action is not necessary". For the safety study
meters are continuously monitored and if any the failure thus investigated was the system
of these parameters exceeds safe operating not working when accident conditions existed;
limits the control system rapidly redu_:es the accident conditions were input to the qystem,
reactor power. The fault tree analysis was but the system did not respond. For the _.lia-
performed during the conceptual phases of biUty study, the failure was the system acting
system development. Three possible designs as ff accident conditions existed when they did
were proposed for the control system, and the not; normal, nonaccldent conditions were input
fault tree analysis served the rote of deter- to the system, but the sygtem responded as if
mining the "best" system design out of the accident conditions were input. In, the safety

i

three proposed. The analysis investigated both failure, the system gave no protection to an
the safety and reliability of the designs; in accident and in the reliability failure, the
fact, in this instance, if the system safety system gave unwanted protection which shut

was the only characteristic examined Me the plant down. _
wrong design wquld have been chosen. The fault trees, once drawn, were input to |

The fault tree analysis of the three designs the PREP and KITT programs to obtain the
was conducted on a functional level; the mini- quantitative system safety and reliability
mum component_ required to provide a discrete characteristics. Component failure rate data,

and separate function were considered as the gathered from existing report_, was alsoinput
basic building blocks of the system. This level to the programs. The same failure rate data
of analysis was sufficient to define the pri- was used for all the fault trees in order to
mary causes of failure on the fault tree. Any obtain valid comparisons. The six computer
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runs required a total of four minutes computer For this study, the fault tree analysis thus
time, which was inconsequential. The results allowed the best design to be chosen with
of the analyses are shown in Figures 3 and 4 little effort and cost expenditure. System III
at the end of this paper, was the simplest design and had the fewest

In Figure 3, the probability of a safety components, while System I, the design chosen
failure is plotted versus total operating time as the best, was the most complex. The fault
(hours). A point on a curve gives the proba- tree analysis showed that in this case, asmall
bility of the system failing during a particular amount of added complexity bought large re-
operating period. If, for example, the time turns in safety and reliability. As an added
period of 1200 hours is chosen (the x value) verification, the present finalized design
then the probability that the system will fail studies of System I substantiates completely

during this 1200 hour operating period is the results of the performed fault tree analyses.
obtained from the curves. (The curves In
Figure 3 are only plotted to 2000 hours since

PBF Poison Injection System Analysis
this is the proposed maximum continuous
operation time for the system.)

The system failure investigated in Figure The final study discussed in this paper is
3 is a safety failure, i.e., the failure of the an investigation of a backup emergency sys-
system to respond when protective action is tern. The poison injection system is used as
necessary, Each of the three safety fault trees an emergency reactor shutdown system; it is
for the three designs investigated this par- essentially a two out of three type control
ttcular safety failure (had this as the top, system which is manually initiated. A correct
undesired event on the fault tree), "System I", input to the system was assumed and no
"System II" and "System III" in Figure 3 response wasthesystemfailureexamlned(t.e.,
represent the three individual design pro-. this was the top event of the fault tree).
posals. From the figure, System I and II are Resolution was on a basic component level
the safest designs with System II being a bit and human errors were not considered. The
safer than System I. If safety was the only fault tree analysis was performed agalndurtng
consideration, then System II would be chosen the conceptual design stage. The fault tree
as the best design since it was simpler and consisted of approximately 200 components ,
slightly cheaper than System I. and, as in the previous cases, required ap-

Figure 4 illustrates the reliability of each proximately two man-weeks to complete.
of the three designs. The probability of a The analysis is different from the previous

reliability failure (the y-axis) is the proba- two in that the injection system is solely a
biltty that the system responds when protec- backup system and system availability Is the
tive action is not necessary. Total operating primary safety concern. ("Availability" here
time is again depicted on the x-axis. From is the probability the system will function
the figure, System I is the most reliable, when called upon at any particular time.

" while Systems II and Ill are highly unreliable Conversely, the "unavailability" is the proba-
and cause numerous unwarranted shutdowns, hillty the system will not function when called

Investigating both Figures 3 and 4, that is upon.) The fault tree analysis was performed
Investigating both safety and reliability, Sys.- to Investigate the following:
tem IIs clearlythebestdesign.The safetyof I. Possible weaknesses _,: the system
System I is acceptablewith regard to the design (thebase-llne system). These

established program standards and in fact the would be determined from the fault tree
difference between the safety of System I and itself and from the critical paths ob-
the safest design is Insignificant. The reila- rained by PREP and KITT.
blltty of System I equals its safety (-,-10-3 after 2. The response of system availability with
2000 hours) and far exceeds the reliability of regard to various maintenance checking ,
the other two designs. Because of this anal),- intervals used for the components. This
sis, System I was the design chosen and is would be determined from the quanttta-
presently progressing through the finalized tire characteristics obtained by PREP
design stages, and KITT. '
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3. Differences that would result in system hours, then the system unavailability would

availability due to particular design be 4x10 "1, i.e., there is a 40% probability that
modifications. The quantitative charac- the system would not function when it was
teristics from PREP and KITT would called upon at any particular time, (when
again be used he£e. accident conditions existed). The uriavaila-

The fault tree analysis was one part of a bility for the PARTIALLY REDUNDANT de-
larger safety analysis performed on this sys- sign or the COMPLETEI.,Y REDUNDANT de-
tern, sign, for a particular component checking

The fault tree, having been drawn for the interval, would be read from the figure in a
base-line system design was __nputto the PREP similar manner as above.

and KITT codes to obtain the critical paths The results from the fault tree analysis
and quantitative characteristics. The input also and the subsequent PREP and KITT runs
included the component failure rates and a

shown in Figure 5 are significant since they
range of checking times for those components show not only the response of availability with
that would have maintenance (not all compo- respect to various maintenance schedules fornents would be checked and this was taken into

a particular design, but also show the impact
consideration). From the fault tree and criti- of design modifications on the system avalla-

cal paths, possible weaknesses in the base- biltty. If a given availability is desired (or
line system were uncovered. A second and equivalently if a given failed probability, or
third computer run was then performed to unavailability, is desired), then either the
analyze two possible design modifications; in base-line system design with a given corn-
these additional runs, the same component

portent checking interval may be used or a
failure rates and checking times were used.

modified design with a larger checking interval
The total computer time required for the may be used. The design modifications have
three runs was five minutes IBM 360/75 time.

Figure 5 at the end of the paper shows the their chief impact on the checking interval,
system availability versus component checking allowing the same availability to be attainedwith less maintenance.
interval for the base-line system design and
for the two proposed design modifications. The modifications which made the system
The quantity actually plotted on the y-axis is completely redundant (the COMPLETELY
the failed probability, or system unavalla- REDUNDANT curve in Figure 5) consisted of
btlity, which is one minus the availability. The incorporating more piping redundancy Into the
"NO REDUNDANCY" curve is the based-line system. These modifications Increased the

system, the "PARTIALLY REDUNDANT" independence of the flow circuits as verified
curve Is for a design modification making in Figure 5. The modifications have been
certain portions of the system redundant, and taken into consideration in the final design of
the "COMPLETELY REDUNDANT" curve is the system.

for a second design modification making the Finally, Figure 6 shows the failed prcba-
system completely redundant, bility (unavailability) for the completely re-

From the figure, for example, if the dundant design when possible errors in corn- ,
maintainable components of the base-line sys- portent failure rate data are taken into account.
tern were checked every 100 hours (102 on the The "MOST PROBABLE V,,._UE" curve in
x-axis) then the system unavailability would Figure 6 is the same as the COMPLETELY
be 6xl0 "2 (the corresponding y-value on the REDUNDANT curve in Figure 5, but is plotted
NO REDUNDANCY curve), Thus, for this destgn on a different scale. The MOST PROBABLE

and checking interval, 6% of the time the sys- VALUE curve represents the best value for
tern would not function when called upon.* the completely redundant system unavaila-

Again, for the base-line system, if the main- bility. The "90_o Upper Bound" and "90_o
tainable components were checked every 1000 Lower Bound" are the 907o confidence bounds

for the system unavailability (i.e., the curves

eCheckingevery 100 hoursmearmaperiodic mainte- reprt qent 90_ error bars when possible errors
nance check is performed after every 100 hours of in data are taken into account). These upper
operation. _nd lower bound curves were computed by
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assuming a possible error of a factor of 10 in i.e., the modes by which the system failure

each component failure rate (to 90_ con- or accident will occur, the most criticalareas
fidence). These error curves serve to show likely to cause the failure or accident, detailed
the effect errors in component failure rate failure probabilities, and the response of
data have on the system computed safety safety or reliability to design modifications
characteristics. AS observed, the possible and maintenance schemes. The fault treeitself
errors did rot significantly affect the system is a significant result since it objectively
results. Even accounting for these possible defines the failure or accident and is valuable
component failure rate errors, the relative tool for comraunication. The faulttree analysis
differences between the curves in Figure 5 has most application in the design phases, but
remained the same (i.e., the possible failure it can be used on already existing systems.
rate errors merely shift all the curves in Finally, the fault tree can be as detailed as
Figure 5 up or down the y-axis without chang- desired, however, the fault tree need not be
ing their relative separations). The completely elaborately complex in order to yield useful
redundant system thus still showed the same and significant information.
gain in availability when possible errors in
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